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SINGLE AND DOUBLE-LEAF DOOR

The WIŚNIOWSKI swinging door is a simple solution
in garages with limited possibilities.
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swinging door
colour: golden oak

ADVANTAGES

SAFETY
�

�

Modern structural arrangement and proven manufacturing technology
guarantee the safe use of the door. Door frames and door leaf are
made of closed galvanised sections.
The door is provided with many accessories that facilitate its safe use:
door leaf stop, foot, hinge restrictor and two-point latch-type bolting
system in each door leaf.

COMPLETE OUTFIT
�

�

As with other WIŚNIOWSKI garage door types, the swinging door is
equipped with all elements necessary for correct installation and
functioning.
The door is provided with a complete assembly kit adapted to standard
installation conditions.

EXTRA SPACE IN YOUR GARAGE
�

�

If you decide to choose a swinging door, you will be able to use
maximum space in the garage. An installed swinging door does not
require any free space inside the garage.
Owing to the wide range of available sizes and no door headroom
required it is possible to install these doors in practically every garage
with enough driveway space. This door performs well especially in
renovated garages and gives them a new look.

CUSTOM-MADE PRODUCTION
�

�

It is possible to manufacture a door of this type in any size, with limits only
in regard to technical requirements. Doors are available in a few versions:
single leaf or double leaf, with or without glazing, and with symmetrical
or asymmetrical leaf division.
In the case of large size doors, it is worth considering building additional
walk-through doors in the garage door leaf. This will facilitate
communication in case of frequent garage use.

different widths of garage opening for swing doors
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SINGLE AND DOUBLE-LEAF DOOR – SAFETY

SPECIFICATION

SIMPLE DESIGN GUARANTEES
EASY INSTALLATION
Swinging doors are offered in a wide range of sizes, and they constitute the most economical solution. They are used in

homes, production plants and service facilities.

Low price
guarantee

Double leaf doors are conventional
garage doors available through
WIŚNIOWSKI. The application of
simple and proven solutions
guarantees low prices and reliable
operation.

Hinge restrictor Door leaf stop
protects door leaf against being forced open. controls door leaf motion so as not to let it open too far.
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Steel
sheet

Foamed
polystyrene
20÷40 [mm]

PVC
Panels

may be ordered to improve garage’s thermal insulating
power.

Door version with thermal insulation
guarantee the durability of the whole structure, which is
made of galvanised steel sections.

Foot Bolted connections
protects an open gate against uncontrolled closing.

Self-locking bolts
installed in four points (at door leaf top and bottom)
protect against door being opened by unauthorised
persons.
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SINGLE AND DOUBLE-LEAF DOOR - MODELS AND COLOURS

Properly matched wood-effect colours
may emphasise the warmth of the home.

swinging door
colour: golden oak
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COLOUR LIST

Doors in dark colours are not recommended for use in highly sunlit situations. Colours and gloss levels shown in this material shall be considered approximate only.

Standard colours in swinging door Wood-effect colours

Silver, RAL 9006 Golden oak

Brown, RAL 8014Dark brown, RAL 8017

Grey, RAL 7016White, RAL 9016

Walnut

Olive green, BTX 4702

Claret, BTX 2701

Brick-red, BTX 2702

GARAGE DOOR DESIGNS

Maximum functionality will be ensured by
Swinging Garage Door
Practical design, proven manufacturing technology and immediate availability guarantee full satisfaction after purchase. Available versions of the door: with

one or two leaves.

Double leaf swinging door filled with T-10 sheet, with symmetrical
leaf division

Single leaf swinging door filled with T-10 sheet, in vertical arrangement Single leaf swinging door filled with T-10 sheet, in vertical arrangement
with glazing in horizontal arrangement and walk-through door.

Double leaf swinging door filled with T-10 sheet, in horizontal arrangementSingle leaf swinging door filled with T-10 sheet, with glazing
in vertical arrangement and ventilation grates.

Steel door filled with
trapezoid sheet, T-10
vertical arrangement

Steel doors may be matched
up to any swinging garage
door with an identical design,
colour and filling. They are
available with or without
ventilation grate, and with
glazing of the same type as
in garage doors.
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DOOR TO MATCH YOUR GARAGE DOOR

The WIŚNIOWSKI side door which matches the garage door
highlights the building’s aesthetics and constitutes a practical solution.
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aluminium doors
colour: golden oak

ADVANTAGES

ALUMINIUM DOORS
�

�

The WIŚNIOWSKI aluminium passage doors available to order may
have the same design, colour and filling as sectional or roller
garage doors. As a result they form harmonious combination.
Depending on thermal insulating power requirements, door frames are
made of profiles with a thermal partition (so-called warm) or without
thermal partition (so-called cold).

� Additional options including lock with class C anti-burglar insert, axe-type
three-point double door bolt or pin protecting against the door being
forced open increase the owner’s sense of security regarding undesired
visits.

STEEL DOORS
�

�

The WIŚNIOWSKI steel passage doors are available with the same
design, colour and filling as overhead or swinging garage doors. They
are provided with the same anticorrosive systems as those used in these
garage doors. This allows one to obtain the effect of full harmony and to
ensure many years of comfortable use.
The WIŚNIOWSKI steel doors are designed mainly for garages (as an
additional entrance), for basements, utility rooms and heating plants. They
suit all of them perfectly.

� They may be used both as internal or external doors. Depending on
thermal insulating power requirements, the doors are available with or
without thermal insulation, and in versions with glazing or with ventilation
grates.


